
 

 

 

 

Pre-K 

This week our Pre-K kiddos were hard at work with tons of great hands 
on activities that were focused in on enhancing their fine motor skills! 
Ms. Angela worked hard with her students to help them with their 
cutting and coloring skills. It's crazy to think that cutting along a line 
could be so difficult, but it is such an important task to be able to 
accomplish and everyone did great! Thanks to Rodeo break our 

students enjoyed some time with the older children where they played fun dancing games 
inside and exciting group games outside!   

 

 Preschool 

In our three's class this week the main focus was all about 
community helpers! Ms. Bertha talked to her students about what 
it means to be a community helper and who some of our 
community helpers are. Such as: Police officers, fire fighters, 
bakers, and construction workers.  The children did art activities 
that related to the different types of community helpers we have. 
The children also participated in fun dramatic play activities where 
they were able to explore what it looks like to be a community 

helper! Everyone enjoyed dressing up and playing all the different roles. Everyone's 
favorite activity was pretending to be a baker because they made yummy banana cookie 
crumble pudding! We had a great week in preschool! 



 

Two’s 

Our two year olds had their fun learning about community 
helpers this week as well! Your little ones enjoyed tons of 
dramatic play activities with Ms. Raquel where she helped 
them understand all the different types of jobs people can 
have that help our community! Some of our hands on 
activities included making their very own delivery trucks! 

While making their trucks the children talked about what types of foods or items were 
inside their trucks that they were bringing to people. Most of the trucks were filled with 
yummy ice cream ;) The other favorite activity was having the children make a grocery 
list with pictures of their favorite food. This allowed us to talk about who works at a grocery 

store and where the food comes from!  

 

One’s  

This week in our ones we helped our little ones 
understand who our community helpers are in our world! 
We read books about police men and fire men and 
played dress up with construction worker hats while we 
built big towers with our blocks! Of course their favorite 
part was knocking it over ;) Ms. Lynn also had them 

experiment with different colored playdough, a great way to 

review our colors!  

 

 
 

HAPPY FRIDAY! 

Enjoy Your Weekend! 

 


